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lflhree great figures and a marvelous center of faith, culture and art

I .ort.rge in the commemoration of the transfer and burial of the

I body of St. Francis in the Basilica of fusisi.

These were the protagonists in the solemn ceremony that took

place in the seraphic city on May 25,1230. Around tlem, a fervent and

devout "multitude" of friars and faithful had gathered to venerate their

beloved saint. And the friars, from all over the Franciscan world, had come

to celebrate their general chapter as well.'

A timely commemoration

The protagonists

A few years ago we celebrated the 750" anniversary of the death of
St. Francis (1226-1976), and now we are in the midst of the commemoration

of the 8006 anniversary of his birth (1182-1982)' Thus it might seem

'Thomas of Celano Ol,[rn, LCb [12]01, 13 AF X, 124; Julian of Speyer,

LjS 11232-35f ,7 5 ,7 6: AF X,37 0-71.
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superfluous to commemorate his transfer from the church of St. George
(present day St. Clare) and his final burial in the Basilica of Assisi.

But with that transfer and burial a shining beacon was lit on the
distant slopes of Mt, Subasio. Thirteenth- and fourteenth-century preachers
recall that transfer in their sermons on its anniversary (in dze): "Blessed
Francis, whose transfer we celebrate todayi' or "The body of St. Francis was
transferred today."'That transfer, alone or in conjunction with the feast of
the Dedication of the Basilica, is corrmemorated-always on its
anniversary-in Roman-Franciscan missals, martyrologies and breviaries
even today.'That transfer is associated with the glorious tomb from which
Francis continues to speak to people. It is an event that is always vital and
relevant, and for that reason worth celebrating, without detracting from the
other concurrent celebrations that have preceded or will follow it.

That this celebration remains timely is very clear from the Pope's
letter on the occasion to the custos of the Sacro Convento and Basilica of St.
Francis. The Pope assures him of his "intense and deep participation...,
hrppy in this way to continue, in spirit, the pilgrimage of faith and prayer"
made at the beginning of his pontificate.*

Three great personalities converge in our cofltmemoration. The
first is St. Francis, a saint righdy hailed as "light of your homeland, mirror
of virtue, model of the Friars Minor," a mystical sun, "all seraphic in ardor."t

J. B. Schneyer, Lateinische Sermones-Initien d.es Hocbmittelalters fi)r die

Heiligenfeste des Franziskanerordens, in AFH 6l (1968) 3-78; the first text cited is by
Luke of Padua, OMin (ll287ca) and is found on p. 31; the second is by Landolf
Caracciolo, OMin (d. 1351), and is missing in Schneyer but present in N. Papini,
Notizie sisure della rnorte, sepobara, canonizzazione e traslazione di S. Francesco d'Assii e

del ritroaamento del di lui Corpo, Florence 1822;2"'t ed. here cited Foligno 1824, 204
no. 38.

'For the Roman Martyrolog see F. Guadagni, De inamto Corpore D. Francisci

Ordinis Minorum Parmtis. Appmdite docum.entoru.nx., Rome 1819, 6-7; for the Franciscan

Martyrologt see Arturo da Moustier, O.F.M. Obs, for May 25,2"d ed. Paris 1653,225;
Missals and Breaiaries,May 25 or May 24 (present day missals and breviaries).

John Paul II, Nella solenne circostanza, May 22, 1980, in CO 77 (1930) 147-
48.

tThomas of Capua (tl2+3), Antifona in onore di S. Francesco: AFX, 187;
Dante Alighieri, Paradiso K, 37, 5 4.
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The second is Brother Elias, a worthy son of St. Francis, an effective
collaborator, a brilliant orgarizer of his Orders, and an ardent promoter of
his glorification with the eulogy letter, written after the saint's death, and

the splendid basilica he built.' The third is Gregory IX, a great Pope,
promoter of Crusades and religious and cultural renewal in the Church, an

adviser to Francis and a diligent and effective collaborator with the man
who, more than anyone else, personally and with his followers, was supposed
to contribute to that spiritual renewal.'

Then there is the center of faith, culture and art-this, obviously,
the Basilica of St. Francis-rightly described as "the most beautiful house of
prayer," the house where for centuries the saint's devout admirers have

gathered, where Popes have vied with one another in granting favors and
privileges, where Italian art was born and developed with the splendid works
of Giotto, Cimabue, Simone Martini and the Lorenzettis.'

Brother Elias and Gregory IX wanted it to honor the saint, and the
first documents, which describe it as a church and (already then) a basilica,
refer to them. It is called a church in one notarial deed and two bulls of
Gregory IX, all ftom 1228. The deed records "a piece of land in a field
called Collis ,ofr*i ['hill of hell'] in the Commune of Assisi," given by
Simone di Pucciarello and accepted by Brother Elias in the name of Pope
Gregory-thus Elias appears as fiduciary of the Cirurch and the Order-to
build a "place" there for the friars and a "church for the blessed body of St.

Francis."'The first bull speaks of the Pope's desire that, with the help of all

oDe transitu S. Francisci lL226l, L-10: AF X, 525-28; L. Di Fonzo, O.F.M.
Conv. Elie d'Assise, in DHGE 15 (1960) l7l-72; G. Odoardi, O.F.M. Conv., Elia

d'Asii, in DIP 3 (197 6) 1098-99.

'F. X. Seppelt, Storia dei Papi: Gregorio IX, Rome 1963+, 300-26; adviser

and collaborator with St. Francis appears in Quo elongati, September 30, 1230: BFI,
ed. G. G. Sbaraglia, O.F.M. Conv., Rome 1759,68 no. 56.

tB. Kleinschmidt, OFM, Die Bailika S. Francesco di Assii,I-[I, Berlin 1915-

26; A. Iacovelli, O.F.M. Conv., La Basilica di S. Franceseo di Assii, in S. Francesco

Patrono d'hnlia, Assisi 1967-73.

'Notarial deed of March 29, 1228, in G. Zaccria, O.F.M. Conv., Diario
della Basilica e del Sacro Clnaentr di , sisi, in MF 63 (1963) 78 no. 4; S. Nessi, calling

the fourteenth-century tradition that Francis himself, out of humility, chose the

Collis infemi for his burial "well founded ," notes that the Simone's parcel of land was
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Christendom, a "special church" be erected in honor of St. Francis to
receive his venerable remains."' In the second bull the same Pope explains
that the distinctive feature of this "special church" is its "privilege of
freedom" by which it is exempt from all authority save that of the Apostolic
See, and he says that it is subject to the Roman Pontiff alone. He is doing
this to honor Francis, whose work produces everywhere and abundantly in
the Church flowers and perfumes of virtue. In everlasting remembrance of
this special privilege of freedom, an annual tribute of one pound of wax will
be paid to the Apostolic See, an obligation that was inserted into the Book of
Tribates, with the note: "The church of St. Francis of fusisi, which is free,
one pound of wax.""

The other early documents that describe it as a basilica are from
1232-35 and 1260-63. Julian of Speyer and the anonymous author of the
Legenda choralis ambra recall the precious gifts made "to the basilica of
blessed Francis" by Gregory IX on the occasion of the transfer. St.
Bonaventure recalls that it was at the time of the general chapter in fusisi, in
1230, that the body of St. Francis was transferred "to the basilica
constructed in his honor." E:[e also mentions a miracle Francis worked after
the fall of a "huge stone" brought from Constantinople "to the basilica of
blessed Francis," perhaps to form the mensa of the high altar, which
consisted of a single stone."

Thus the first records of the church-basilica of St. Francis in Assisi
are from 1228 and 1232-35. Other much later sources, such as the Mirror of
Life (c.1325) and the Cbronicle of the Twenty-Four Generab (1369-73),led
Sabatier and Lempp to think it was possible to go back further, to 1226-27
when, as the Mirror says, "immediately after the death of blessed Francis"
Brother Elias began a building "of great size" in Assisi, which caused many

"destined to enlarge the area already made availatrle by the Commune of Assisi, the
area in which capital executions took place" (La Tomba e i documenti, in S. Francesco

60 ue80l 427).

"'Gregory IX, Recolentes, April 29, 1228 BF l, 40 no. 21.

"Gregory IX, Recolentes qualiter, October 22, 1228: BF I, 46 no. 29; A.P.
Fruttaz, La Chiesa di S. Francesco in Asisi ,rBasilica Patriarcale e Cappella papalerr, in MF
54 (1954) 425 n. 88.

"L/S 75, AFX,37l; Legenda choralis um,bra 11232-39;1253-66), ll: AFX,
549; LMj XV, 8; XVIII, 7: AF X, 626,615; E. 7.occa, Catalogo delle cose d'arte e

antichiti d'halia: Asii, Rome 1936, 20-21 for the high altar.
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reactions among some of the zealots who were the saint's disciples,
especially Brother Leo. These friars protested, even loudly, but they were
forcefully put down, beaten and driven out of fusisi by the promoter of the
"pompous building," Elias, who was.forced to resign from the government
of the Order."

The Cbronicle of tbe Twenty-Four Generals repeats the same version,
adding "of great might" or "of great beauty" to the words "of great size." It
also omits the word "immediately" which, in the Mirror, precedes the words
"after the death of blessed Francis." But this omission, although significant,
does not change the time frame mentioned in the two texts, since the events
that accompany it show it to be the same, in other words, "immediately after
the death of blessed Francis."'n

Now it is true that there are a good number of anachronisms and
false and unreliable statements in the texts and contexts of the Mhror and
Cbronicle. Still, in view of the papal documents just mentioned, it is more
than likely that immediately after Francis's death people thought about
doing something truly worthy for his glorification, and that work had
already begun and funds collected for this purpose. But that we can already
speak about a building "of great size, might and beauty" is very hard to
believe if we recall that they did not yet have land on which to build. That
came only later-on March 29, 1228, from Simone di Pucciarello, and on
July 31, 1229, ftomMonaldo di Leonardo, whose gift for the building of the
church of St. Francis was also accepted. This time, however, it was no
longer in the name of Gregory IX but "in the name of the above-mentioned
church," which the Pope had made a legal person."

In those early days, so soon after Francis's death, there is no basis
for speaking of a building "of great size" in addition to all the other
reactions and repressions mentioned. We find no trace of it in Celano,

Julian of Speyer, Henri d'Awanches, St. Bonaventure and Eccleston, who
from England gives other examples of unacceptable behavior, as we shall

"speculurn aitae, in E. Lempp, Frire Elie, Paris 1901, 163-68; Chronica 24
Generaliurn: AF III,33-3+,72, 89-90; 212-16: Lempp, Frire Elie,74-78; P. Sabatier,
Speculum perfectionis, P xis I 898, LI-IV

'*Chronica 24 Generalium, as in the previous note.

"Gregory IX, Recolentes qaaliter and Fruttaz, La Chiesa as in n. 1l; notarial
deed July 3 l, 1229, in Zaccaria, Diario, in MF 63 (19 6J) 80 n. I 0.
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see. Nor can the assertion that Elias was deposed be verified in
contemporary sources. If in the chapter of 1227 Brother Elias, who had been
vicar of Francis and of the Order since 1221, was not elected minister
general, this was not because the friars had to depose him for his
mistreatment of some of them or because of his dishonestF with regard to
the Rule. It was because they preferred a change and did not want superiors
to remain in office too long, as Pellegrino of Bologna wrote around 1305, or
as Salimbene of Parma (1282-88) maintained in more general terms when he
noted that "the preservation of a religious order requires a frequent change
of leaders."'o

Glassberger recognized another reason for his non-election. The
Moravian chronicler presents Elias as "vicar of the minister general" by
request of the citizens of fusisi, for the purpose of glorifying Francis in
stone by undertaking the demanding task of building the basilica:
"Elias...was assigned to the friary in Assisi at the request of the citizens in
order to build the basilica...."" And this statement, which is not without
basis, is repeated by several contemporary historians. Recall the notarial
deeds of 1228 and 1239; the first presents Elias as the one who ,,receives,,

the first piece of land, and in the second he is the "ruler and custos of the
church of St. Francis."

Only in such a positive context-and not in a context of opposition
and condemnation---can we understand the special blessing granted Elias by
Francis a few months earlier (October 3, 1226): "I bless you as I can and
more than I can, and what I cannot, may the One who can do all things do
in you."'' And how else can we explain the prestige he continued to enjoy
even after the chapter of May 1227, and the leading role he continued to

tuPellegrino of Bologna, OMin, Chronicon Ministrorwrrz Generalium, in
Thomas of Eccleston, OMin, De adoentu fratrum. Minoram in Angliam, ed. 1, A.G.
Litde, Paris 1909, 142; Salimbene of Parma, OMin, Chronica (1282-88), ed. G.
Scalia, Bari 1966,112.

"N. Glassberger, OFMObs, Chronica [1490-1508]: lF II, Quaracchi 1887,
47.

"Notarial deeds of 1228 ar,d 1239, in Zatccaria, Diario, in MF 63 (1963) 78
no.4, 83 no. 20.

"lcel lo9 AFx,83-94.
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play, in the years that followed, as fiduciary of the Church, the Order and

Assisi in the major initiatives for the glorification of Francis?"'

The fourteenth-century Cbronicle of tbe Twenty-Foar Generals

understood this. After recalling the deposition of Elias as the one who
"destroyed the Order"-salimbene, who is more spiteful, says that he

"destroyed, ruined, wreaked havoc on the Order"-it can wonder (sed tanc

est dabiurn) how just a few years later this "destroyer" was elected minister
general of the Order by the friars and with the Pope's permission."

The early chronicler's question becomes even more disconcerting if
we consider that the man presented as the "destroyer" of the Order was one

of its most brilliant and effective organizers, a promoter and realizer of
pastoral, missionary and cultural works. In the area of studies, for example,

even his critic Salimbene had to admit that "Brother Elias did have this

single good quality: he promoted the study of theology in the Order.""

Wadding was right when he said that "Brother Elias was accused of
many untrue things Qtlara uhra aeritatenz fuere imposita), which often

happens to those who govern, especially if they have the misfortune to lose

prestige; then everything bad is attributed to them." Azzoguidi recalls this

passage in a lengthy note in his famous work on St. Anthony, which in 1757,

after the Anonymous of Cortona (1755), marked the beginning of the

schorarrv rehab,itation of Bro:: 

I::"r church,

Reasons for a Choice: Portiuncula-Hill of Paradise

After the notarial deeds and bulls of 1228-29 there was Gregory
IX's Is qui Ecclesiant (April 22, 1230), which confirmed the privileges of

'uSee nn. 9,17 alrrd 18 above.

" C b roni ca: AF III, 23 I -3 2 ; Salimbene, C h ronica, | 5 9

"salimbene, Chrnnica, 104, )22,125, 329,333; Di Fonzo, Elie d'Asise, in

DHGE l5 (1960) 17l-73;Odoardi, Elin d'Assisi,inDIP3 (1976) 1095-1100.

"L. Wadding, OFMRec, Annales Minoram 1230, 3t II, 261; A.M.

Azzogudi,O.F.M.Conv.,S. AntoniiPatattiniSermonesinPsalmns,lll,Bologna1757,
n. XVI, XCI-CLII; Anonimo Cortonese - Filippo Venuti, Vita di Frate Elia,Livotno
t7 55.
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freedom and exemption already granted to the church of St. Francis that was
being built on the Collis paradisi or "Hill of Paradise" (this new name appears
here in place of the earlier Collis infern). To these privileges others were
added in favor of the Order. The church was to be "the chief and mother
church of the Order," and it was entrusted in perpetuity to the ',Franciscans
of the same Order."'* In accord with this and Gregory's other bulls, and with
"fundamental legal validity," the Papal Chair or Pontifical Throne was
erected in the Basilica. To this was added, in the adjoining Sacro Convento,
the Apostolic Palace-or the "Gregorian Palace," as Salimbene calls it-as a

papal residence in Assisi."

Next came the bull Mirificans (May 16,1230), which authorized the
transfer of the body of St. Francis from St. George's to the new church on
the Collis paradisi with a generous grant of indulgences: three years for those
who came from overseas, two for those from beyond the Alps, and one for
those from other regions.'o

Francis lay buried in St. George's for 3 years, 7 months and 2l
days." According to Jordan of Giano, that church was chosen as a more
secure place by the citizens of fusisi, who were afraid that the Perugians
would come and steal the body of their saint by force. Francis, according to
the same chronicler, had expressed a wish to be buried in the place of his
death, the Portiuncula. But the lack of security there led to fusisi, where
Francis was born, and to St. George where, as Celano writes, he first learned
to read and first began to preach."

We are also reminded of Francis's wish to be buried at the
Portiuncula when Celano recalls that the dying saint begged the friars to
carry him "quickly" from the bishop's palace in fusisi to St. Mary of the
Angels, for "he wanted to give back his soul to God in that place where... he
first came to know perfectly the way of truth." Flere, however, he is

'uBFl,60 no.49.

"G. Di Maftia, OFMConv, "specialis eccleia," in S. Francesco 60 (1980) 433;
Salimbene, Cbronica 23 5.

'uBFr,64,no. 52.

"lcel lL6, ll8 AFX,9l,93 (burial in St. George's, October 4, 12260;
LJS) 7 6: AFX, 371 (transfer and burial in the Basilica, May 25, 1230).

"cbr7c [1262], 50 AFr, 16; ICel23: AF x,20.
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speaking expressly of the death, not the burial-a death which, Celano also

says, Francis would have liked to take place in France, "because of its
reverence for sacred things" and its devotion to the Body of Christ."

The fact is that Francis died at the Portiuncula and was temporarily
buried in St. George's. But the Collis inferni, later renamed the Collis
paradisi, was chosen for his final burial. According to a fourteenth-century
tradition it was chosen by Francis himself. That tradition has come down to
us in various versions: the Legenda antiqaa Aaenionensis or Vatican

Cornpilation from 1330-45; the Ancient Legend., edited by Minocchi, which is
from the same period and linked to the Mirror of Perfection (1318) and the
traditional Legend of the Three Companions (1300-30); and the Conaentum on
Dante by Benvenuto Rambaldi of Imola (1361-65).

The reasons for this choice are as follows. The Aaenionensis recalls
that the place was very dear to him. It says that, according to a companion
who had accompanied Francis there, upon entering the place "he reverenced
it." Asked why, he replied: "It is now cilled Collis infemi, but one day it will
be called Porta coeli et lanua paradisi,"'n Looking backward rather than
forward, we might ask why the place was so dear to him. But dre answer
would not be easy, even if, appealing to Celano, we hazarded a guess that the
"cave" of his prayers and first revelations, which Celano places "near the
city," was located there."

Minocchi's Legend.a antica ^td Rambaldi's Commtum on Dante
suggest instead a gesture of humility on the part of Francis. According to the
former, he wanted to be buried "where the gallows for criminals is";"
according to the latter, "in the field of hell, the place of flesh," in other
words, where those criminals were buried."

'n l cel loSi 2cel zol AF x, 84, 245 .

"'Artenionenis,textinMF2l (1920) 16 n. 1

" ICel 6: AFx,9-lo.

"Text of the Legend.a antica in S. Minocchi, La Leggmda antica, naoaa fonte
biografica ili S. Francesco il'Asii, Florence 1905, 184.

"Historical passages taken from rJr.e Cunentum super Dantis Aldigherii

Comediam [136]-1365], published in L.A. Muratori, Antiquitates halicae Medii Aeai I,
Milan 1758, c. 1057, commenting on verse 117 of Canto X[, "And for his body

wished no other bier."
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BenofE speaks of a "constant tradition,,, Attal of a ,,posthumous

legend," and Nessi of a "tradition that is well-founded and too readily
ignored."'* But whichever opinion we prefer, and whatever the real meaning
of the name Collis inferni-because it was the place where criminals were
executed and buried, or simply because it was the lower hill in front of the
higher hill, the Rocca of fusisi"-the fact remains that it was the place
chosen by Elias and the friars, and by the authorities and citizens of fusisi
for Francis's final burial. Above all, it was chosen by Gregory IX, in whose
name Elias took possession of the first piece of land on that hill (March 29,
1228), while the Pope, after the canonization of St. Francis in the church of
St. George Suly 16, 1228),laid the cornerstone on that hill Suly 17,l22B)
for the new saint's church and tomb to be built there.,u

To comply with Francis's wishes? That is what Benoffi thought
with regard to the "constant tradition" and the fact of the choice, to which
the great historian adds observations hard to refute. Note that such a choice
would have been most unsuitable were it not motivated by other reasons
that are more than plausible. After all, the place on which they decided to
build was outside the city, it was steep and rocky, it lacked the necessary flat
ground, there was a huge amount of material to remove, it was expensive for
what they wanted to do there-and do quickly."

Events surrounding the ransfer
Construction of Elias's church was very rapid. Just twenty-two

months after the cornerstone was laid Su1ry 17 , 1228), the solemn transfer
and burial of the body of St. Francis was able to take place (May ZS,1230,
the Vigil of Pentecost). The lower church urith its massive Romanesque
vaults and the tomb hewn from solid rock could be called finished. Of
course the later Gothic side chapels were missing, as well as the high altar

'*F. A. Benoffi, O.F.M. Conv., Della traslazione e sepokro d.i S. Francesco, in
MF2l (1920) 17; S. Attal, S. Francesco d",,lssii,Padra1947,488 n. l0; Nessi, Ia
Tanrba,in S. Francesco 60 (1980) 427.

"Details on this second explanation in Kleinschmi dt, Die Bailika,I,8.
tuFor the piece of land, see n. 9 above; for the canonizati on, lCel 126: AFX,

101; for the stone: Speraairuas, June 16, 1230; for critical observarions on this bull:
Benoffi, Della traslazione, in MF 2l Q92q fi2-40, l8l-84.

"Benoffi, Della traslazione, in MF 2l (lg2}) 17 .
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that was supposed to cover the tomb. The pictorial decoration-the
splendid frescoes of Cimabue, Giotto, Simone Martini and the
Lorenzettis-was still just an idea, but "from a liturgical point of view the
true church of the sepulcher or tomb of the saint" already existed."

Brother Elias, who was perhaps also its architect and who, during
his term as general (1232-39), continued the upper church in Gothic style,
had done his work well and with great care and speed."

He also played a leading role in the transfer. Pope Gregory was

prevented from attending owing to urgent business of the Church: he was
preparing to sign the Treaty of San Germano-Montecassino with Frederick
II, July 23, 1230. But his nuncios, as Julian of Speyer calls them, were there.
The Pope himself calls them "vicars," referring to the minister general John
Parenti and other friars as "religious and devout men." He sent them
precious gifu: for example, a gold cross with gems containing a relic of the
true Cross, various ornaments and sacred vestments.a'Also present were the
provincial ministers of the Order, including St. Anthony of Padua, and with
them 2,000 friars from various parts of the world gathered for the general
chapter. Then there were the authorities and citizens of fusisi, and with
them the "multitude of friars," a real "multitude of people" who had to camp
in the surrounding fields since there was no lodging for them in the city.n'

But among the many people present, Elias was undoubtedly one of
the most capable and the foremost figure. He had been in the Order since
1211; he had been one of the most loved and esteemed disciples of Francis;
he had abted as his guide in the Holy Land (1219-20) where he was

'*Di Fonzo, Elie d'Asise, in DHGE I 5 (1960) 17 l-72; Francesco d'Assii, in BS

s (te6+) t097.

"Agreeing (with some reservations) with Mariano of Florence, who says he

was "renowned in art" (text in BTS I, 116) are the following art scholars: Thode,

Keinvhmidt, Supino, Bertini Calosso, Tarchi; also these historians: Sabatier, Lempp,

Golubooic, Marinangeli, Fortini, Anal (Dip I [1976] 1908).

^'For Gregory IX: Seppelt, Storia dei PapiII,306-08; LCh 17: AF,X, 126;

LJS 75: AFX,370; Speraaimus,J:une 16, 1230: BFI,66 no. 54; for the gifts: LCh 17:

AFX,126.
o'For the general chapter with the friars and "multitudes," see lCel 13; jCel

109; Z.7S 75 AFX, 124,f 10,170; Legenda charalis umbra ll: AFX,549; Glassberger,

Cbronica: AF ll, 49; LJS 7 6: AF X, I7l : the expressions used also grow in intensity.
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provincial minister (1217 -20); his adviser and collaborator in the legislation
of the Order, especially in the writing of the definitive Rule of 1223; his
vicar and vicar general ofthe Order from l22l to 1227; chosen by him to
receive a long and unique final blessing; and his promoter with the letter de
transita and the marvelous basilica he was erecting. In this task he was
fiduciary of the Pope, the city of fusisi and the Order, which leads us to
think that he may also have been one of the papal "nuncios" or "vicars" at
the transfer.*'

With so many claims to superiority and merit, we should not be
surprised that, being indeed superior and desening of merit, the most
spiteful criticisms and bizarre accusations were leveled against him, as

Wadding noted.*' In this case they were unfounded.

We have already recalled the allegations made at the general
chapter of 1227 that he "destroyed the Rule," that he "beat the friars,,,that
he "destroyed the Order." Now we should present him as an alleged usulper
of the minister general's rights, a usurper of that very office, a dissembler
before the friars and the Pope; as one who continues to persecute his
opponents on the occasion of the general chapter and the transfer of the
body of St. Francis in 1230. It is also said that he vindictively and arbitrarily
advanced the transfer, that he was loyal to the civil authorities of fusisi, not
to mention that he was behind their drastic intervention in the transfer
itself.

We are by now familiar with these sources, far distant in time and
place. They include the earlier-mentioned Miryor of Lrft from about 1325,
the Chroniclt of the Twenty-Four Generak ftom 1369-73 and, instead of
Salimbene, Eccleston, who was writing in 1258-59, but from far-off
England. We will list in the footnotes the various references to the
accusations they contain, but here we will consider only the last accusation,
which is more direcdy connected with our topic.

According to Eccleston, Elias usurped the rights of the minister
general, John Parenti, by granting permission to all the friars who wished to
come to the chapter to do so. "Indignant" at Parenti for having revoked his
decree, he had the celebration of the transfer take place before the friars

*'Di Fonzo, Elie d'Asise,inDHGE 15 (1960) 169-72; Odoardi, Elia d'Assii,
in DIP 3 (1976) 1094-98.

43W adding, Annale s Minoram 123 O, 3 : II, 2 6l ; see n. I 8-2 3 .
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arrived: "before the friars convened...three days before the friars
convened."*

The same thing is repeated in substance in the Mirror of Life, which
has Elias convene not only the friars in general, but also his supporters

"from the whole Order." The anticipation of the transfer is maintained:

"before the friars convened." But Elias does not act out of revenge; he acts

out of "human fear," and he allays the "confusion" that arises among the

friars with favors and privileges.o'

The Chronicle of the Twenty-Four Generals, which is farthest in time,

is more varied. Again the transfer is anticipated, but here we have neither
the general statement of the Mirror ("before the friars convened"), nor the

specific statement of Eccleston ("three days before"). We have a new
formula, "a few days before the friars convened," and a significant
reservation, "as some say." The reason, then, is no longer revenge or mere

human fear, but the "secular power" to which Elias was loyal or had

recourse. Finally, the transfer was secret because Elias did not want

everyone to know where the sacred body was buried: "He had the transfer

done secretly because, except for a few people, he did not want anyone to
know where in the church the sacred body was." Also mentioned here is the

"confusion" of the friars, indeed their "great confusion," but he does not use

favors or privileges to appease them: "Elias satisfied them by giving many

reasons." It adds-and this is significant-that, despite all this, "there was a

great and solemn celebration."*u

An assessment of the various events

What can we say? We have already noted the distance in time and

place between the witnesses and the events narrated. fu to its content, so

varied and contradictory, we can add that Eccleston, living in England 28-29

years after the transfer, says it took place three days before the friars arrived

at the chapter. But in 1230, the year of the transfer, Celano, who is writing
from fusisi where he was living at the time, says that the body of St. Francis

was carried by the friars of the general chapter from St. George to the

uChrTE, ed. Litde, Manchester 1961, x[I, 65-66,67 .

*t 
speculum oitae, in Lempp, Frire Elie, 164'65; 163-68.

* 
C hroni ca 24 G enera liumt AF lll, 2 12; 3 3 -3 4, 7 2, 89 -9 0, 212 -l 6.
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"wonderful church" that had been built for it: "His sacred body was
transferred bythe friars ofthe general chapter.""

And what was said about Eccleston's anticipation of the event is
even more true for the other two sources, which are much later. Leaving
aside the motive of revenge, their charges that Brother Elias acted out of
human fear, or that he was loyal to the civil authorities, whom he called
upon in arranging the transfer, would be called tributes today. For if
Francis's body was not violated, cut into pieces and distributed before the
eyes of the two "multitudes" of friars and faithful who were anxious to see it,
touch it and obtain relics of it, this was also due to the same fear and
attitude, which in that case seems prudential if not providential.*'

Nor can we say with the Chronicle of the Twenty-Four Generals that
the transfer was secret (occuhe fecit fier). This testimony, separated from
events by 139-145 years, is contradicted by Celano in 1230,Julian ofSpeyer
in 1232-35, the Legenda cboralis urnbra in 1232-39 - 1253-66, St.
Bonaventure in 1260-63, Jordan of Giano ln 1262 and Salimtrene of Parma
in 1282-88. But Salimbene had been a friar since 1238, and he was a

collector of the most inconceivable accusations against Brother Elias. All of
these sources mention a solemn and public transfer, with the body of St.
Francis buried "honorably" and "with admirable veneration" before the eyes
of the papal nuncios and the authorities of the Order and the city, in the
presence of "multitudes" of friars and faithful."

fu for the sacred body being hidden so that his tomb would be
known only to a few, the contradiction comes from relevant information
that was in fact known by many people-such as the location of the tomb
and its glorious body.

First of all, we must remember that since 1230, if not earlier, the
very tomb Elias had had hewn from solid rock, at the center of the cross

"LCh 13, AFx,lz4.
*As we shall see, the danger that the body would be violated and dispersed

is mentioned in the Registram Gregorii IX and in Jordan of Giano; some cases are

recalled by Lempp, who rejects the revenge mentioned by Eccleston and the
allegedly fraudulent Stigmata, mentioned by others, as justification for Elias's "fear"
(Frire Elia,86-87).

"LCh 13; LJS 75; Legenda choralis um.bra ll; LM XIrI, 8; AF X, l2+, 370,
5+8-+9,626; ChrJG 57 ,59: AFI,17; Salimbene, Chronica,l0.
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vault where the high altar was to later stand (the tomb was 4.30 meters wide
and 3 .7 5 meters deep), would have attracted the attention of everyone, friars
and faithful alike, who had been in the new church before.'o

ln 1260-63 we have St. Bonaventure who describes the miracle
obtained by Brother James of Iseo immediately after the transfer. He says

that the friar "approached the sacred tomb in which the bones had been
placed and embraced it.""

Then there is the statement by the Commune of fusisi in 1279,
directed against certain preachers in Austria who claimed to have the
phalange and a finger of the saint. But the Commune knew perfecdy well
that the body of St. Francis, "completely whole and in one piece," was
preserved "in a most safe and secure place in Assisi by the Friars Minor...in
the church built in his honor and dedicated to him, carefully guarded and
with due reverence." There is also the testimony of Francesco Bartoli, who
around 1335 mentioned the oath taken by a woman in 1308, "with her hand
placed on the altar in which the body of blessed Francis lies buried.""

At least some friars knew about the location of the tomb at the time
when Bartholomew of Pisa was writing, "although it was unknown to some,"
as he notes. Still more, there were the Perugian authorities who in 1442,
after hiring the mercenaries of Nicold Piccinino to invade and sack fusisi,
asked Eugenius fV for permission to transfer the body of St. Francis to
Perugia for better protection against possible looting or theft. They received
a definite no for an ansv/er, but from then on (1442-47 under Eugenius fV;
l47 l-76 under Sixtus r\f itwas clear that the "most safe and secure place"

tuB. Mariangeli, O.F.M. Conv.; G. Zaccaria, O.F.M. Corw., La Tomba di S.

Francesco attraaerso i secoli, in S. Francesco 49 (1969) 274; and this, like the
contradictions that follow, in addition to the alleged hiding, justifies the reasons that
would have suggested it, especially those less founded or unverifiable, such as the
fraudulent Stigmata (see n. 48 above) and the dismemberment of the body of St.

Francis (see. B. Bartolomasi, O.F.M. Conv., Sul felice trnnsito, deposizione, traslazione

inoenzione di S. Francesco,in MF 18 (1917) 56.

"LMjYlrr,2: AFX,645.

"For the Commune, see L. Oliger, O.F.M., in AFH 11 (1918) 557-59;
Bartoli, Tractatus de Indulgenia Portiunculae, ed. P. Sabatier, Paris 1900, ch. 26, p. 53.
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of 1279 presented real dangers, and that something stronger and more
secure was needed to protect the body ofSt. Francis."

This was accomplished by enclosing the tomb. The enclosure was
heary and complete Qnaratara totale), resting on blocks of marble, stones,
iron and poured concrete. The result was that the tomb v/as truly "hidden,"
to the extent that all traces of its access were lost. The various attempts to
locate it (1505, 1509, l57l-72,1607,1755-56,1806-07) had to try many
different ways, until a successful one was found in 1818. But that took fifty-
two nights of hard work.'*

Sabatier and Lempp did not believe the sources that contradict
Eccleston or the Mirror and the Chronicle of tbe Twenty-Four Generals. For
reasons having to do with their ideals and prejudices, both were taken in by
the statements in these later sources, lamenting their absence in the early
sources, which they took to be a sign of factious silence. But after what has
been said, the reader can judge to what extent their choice was right."

Does that mean that everything was quiet and peaceful in the fusisi
transfer of 1230? No. Incidents there were, but these were not the ones
denounced by the late sources we have cited. What really happened is told
by two contemporary and disinterested sources. These papal and curial
sources are highly credible because they do not eulogize or praise, but
reprove and condemn. They are the Registrum Gregorii X and the bull
Speraaimas flune 16, 1230) by the same Pope.'o

The first repeats, like the other contemporary sources already
mentioned, especially Julian of Speyer, that the transfer took place with
great solemnity on May 25, l230.It adds that, accompanied by the sound of

t'Pisano, 
Conform,itates: AF 'IV, 178; Perugians and Eugenius fV, in

Accepimus litteras, December 21, 1442; Sixnrs IV, August 29, 1476, in Zaccaria,
Diario, in MF 63 (1963) 351 no. 3 16.

saBasic works on this subject: Gaadagni, Fea, Papini, Benffi, Lombarili,

Bartohmasi, in Di Fonzo, Francesco d't1sisi, in BS 5 (196+) 1144.

ttSpeculum perfectionis, ed. Sabatier, LII, n. l; Lempp, Frire Elie,84 n. 3; D.
Sparacio, O.F.M. Conv., Fra Elia compagno, aicario e s?lccessore di S. Francesco Serafico,

Milan 1923,72.

'uText of the Registrwm (no. 28 of the Vatican Library) in S. Attal, Frate Elia
com.pagno di S. Francesco, 2'u ed., Genoa 1953, 204-05 n.39.
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trumpets and other musical instruments, the wooden box (capsa lignea)

containing the body of the Seraphic Father was lifted and placed on a cart.
This cart was very beautiful and richly adorned; because of its great weight
(ob ingentern nrnlern) it was drawn by oxen "covered with purple." This leads

us to believe that besides the "wooden box" there was also the "stone
sarcophagus" (arca saxea or dc lapid.e)-which Julian of Speyer and Henri
d'Avranches mention as having been in St. George's-and the iron grille
with square holes that still protects it and which, at that time, allowed the
saint's body to be seen. A final point in the Registrunt, and the most
important for our purposes: the people of fusisi wanted to be the "principal
actors" in the transfer. They resorted to force of arms and called for a large
and powerful armed escort to watch over t-lreir "famous treasure." This was
to prevent it in any way (dolo ullo aut arte) from being seized by force or
becoming the target of unseemly devotion, cut into pieces for relics by the
friars and faithful, who certainly wanted to obtain them."

The confusion or incident that occurred in the transfer of 1230 is

described in the last point, with its details about arms, an armed force and
arbitrarily assumed tasks. The reasons for this usurpation of roles are

certainly valid and well-founded. But perhaps the same thing could have

been achieved without the deplorable substitutions and the lamentable
display of principal actors and armed escorts: "The citizens of fusisi wanted
to be the principal actors in this spectacle by force of arms, making use of
many guards and a powerful band of soldiers.""

The other papal document, the bt;Jl Speraaimrzs, insists on the
usurpation of roles. It begins by explaining that this was done by the
Podesta, Council and People of fusisi and that it gready annoyed the Pope,
to whom they should have been grateful. He had already designated his

"vicars" to preside at the ceremony of the transfer, for he wanted it to be

done in the name and by the authority of the Apostolic See. Moreover, it
was a sacrilegious act since the usurpers, in their pride and lack of
consideration, did not take into account the fact that sacred things are

reserved to sacred ministers. Nor did they allow the many friars to see and

pay homage to their saint, thus creating discontent and confusion and
profaning the majesty of the celebration. Next come the penalties, and they

t'Registrum as in the preceding note; for Julian of Speyer and other

contemporary sources see n. 49 above.

$Registrum. 
as in n. 56.
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are very severe. The church of St. Francis, deprived of its exemption and
papal jurisdiction, will be subject to the jurisdiction of the bishop and
chapter of Assisi; the friars are forbidden to live in the adjoining friary and
hold any other general chapters there; the entire compound is placed under
interdict; the same interdict will apply to the entire city and the Podesta and
Council will be excommunicated if they do not, within fifteen days, make
amends for the grave offense committed against God and the Apostolic See
by giving "sufficient warnings" for the future."

In these two curial and papal documents, as can be seen, there is no
Brother Elias and his alleged anticipation of the transfer, or his alleged
secret transfer and desire to hide the body ofSt. Francis. Instead we have the
authorities and citizens of fusisi, who take the place of the "vicars"
designated by the Pope for the translation. There are also the friars who had
not been allowed, after considerable sacrifice in getting to Assisi, to see and
pay homage to their saint. Annoyed and upset, they seem to have been the
ones who informed Rome. Finally there are the penalties which, strangely,
affect not only the authorities and citizens of fusisi, but also the friars as a
group, even though they are not mentioned in the bull as being guilty.

This leads us to suppose that, in Rome's eyes, the friars also bore
some responsibility. And among the friars the most suspect was Brother
Elias, who is the only one accused in the late Franciscan sources. Lempp had
already pointed this out, but he was decisively challenged in this by
Sparacio, for whom the bull Speraaimus says: "Nothing for the friarsl
Nothing for Elias!"u"

But this is true only from a formal point of view. In other words, it
is true that the bull contains no explicit mention of co-responsibility on the
part of the friars and Brother Elias; but it is also true that they and their
Order are penalized by being severely deprived of favors and privileges
already granted to their church and friary in fusisi. These privations, in the
papal bull, direcdy affected the authorities and citizens of fusisi, but,
indirectly and more severely, they fell on those friars who had already been
designated by the Pope to live in that church and friary and care for them in
perpetuity.

t'speraaimus, 
see n. 36 above.

6"Lempp, Frire Elie,85; Fra Eliaby Sparacio, T3
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Elias's responsibility is not precisely that which the late sources we
have studied attribute to him. But it could have been that which these same
sources contain in a general way when they recall his "human fear" and the
"secular power" to which he was supposedly loyal or called upon. His
reasons for so acting are more than plausible-as we said when we described
them as prudential if not providential-but they were also achieved through
rather drastic methods and not without recourse to force and a "powerful
band" of soldiers.o'

Modern reconstruction of the facts
Gregory D('s understanding

Papal confirmations through the ages

The limited information provided by the sources is used for a

modern critical reconstruction of the facts.o' Accepting the common data
with regard to time, place, circumstances and people present, scholars
believe that the transfer began in a festal atmosphere, with songs of joy and
thanksgiving for the miracles the saint was working-St. Bonaventure says

there were "many miracles."u' This was followed by a solemn procession
with clergy and people, and the body of the saint drawn by oxen-even
Elias's accusers admit that it was a "great solemnity."u* Finally there was the
incident or confusion that occurred at the entrance to the basilica. The
coffin was separated from the procession and taken into custody by the
armed forces-this is the "audacious sacrilege" mentioned in Speraaimus.

The sacred treasure could have been buried, undamaged, in the tomb that
had been prepared for it, "completely whole and in one piece" as the
Commune of fusisi would later say.u'

u' Regisnam as in n. 56.

u' Attal, Frate Elia, 160-61; Di Fonzo, Francesco d',4sii, in BS 5 (1964)

1097-99; Odoardi, Elia d'Asii,inDIP3 (1976) 1096-98.

o' LMifrI, B: AFX, 626.

* 
Chronica 24 Generaliam: AFIII,2l2.

ut Sparacio, Fra Elia, Tl-72; Di Fonzo, Francisco d',*isi, in BS 5 (1964)

1098-99; auniquevoiceisthatof Bartolomasi (Salfelice,irtMF 18 [1917] 58)for
whom the confusion took place inside the basilica.
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Why this strange ending to a religious procession? According to
some, there could have been "confusion of some sort caused by interfering
zealots," either because they wanted to see and touch the saint's body or
collect relics. Their disappointment is mentioned in Speraaimus. And so the

ending "was neither premeditated...nor maliciously planned in order to hide
the sacred relics...; it just happened."uo But according to others, it was

actually the result of a prudential solution, pre-arranged and intended to
avoid violation, theft, religious fanaticism or unseemly piety, with the
possibility that the saint's body and clothing might be cut up for relics. The
Registrurn Gregorii IX reflects this intention when it says: "Lest the famous

treasure be stolen or reduced by being cut into parts."u'

With regard to the enthusiastic desire for relics, Lempp mentions
what happened at the death ofSt. Anthony (1231) and St. Elizabeth (1231).

We might also add the passion for relics Salimbene shows in his Cbronicle

(1282-88); or that of Francesco Bartoli in 1317 when he left Cologne with
the heads of five holy virgins from St. IJrsula's band, which he brought back

to fusisi along with the head of St. Gereon and other relics. But we have an

older recollection with regard to St. Francis who, according to Jordan of
Giano (1262), was buried at St. George's rather than at the Portiuncula

because they were afraid he might be "snatched away violendy by the

Perugians."u*

That is why we have labeled plausible the reasons that caused

Brother Elias and the authorities of fusisi to defend, as best they could, the

body of St. Francis, handing it on to posterity "completely whole and in one

piece."o'

The Pope himself must have considered them plausible if what he

had decided in the bull Speraaimus,with severe penalties, was not carried out

in practice. Finally, the friars to whom Elias had given "many 1sx56n5"-ns

ouMarinangeli - Zaccaia, La tom,ba, in S. Francesco 49 91969) 275; 50 (1970)

21.

uTl-empp, Frire Elie,87; Attal, Frate Elia, 161.

o'salimbene, Cronica, 577; Banoli, Tractatus, p. XCIX; CbJG 50: AF l, 16;

Lempp, Frire Elie,87.

''AFH tt (1918) 557-59.
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doubt he had also given them to the Pope-considered them plausible.'"
Thus it was that after only only two years, the much-accused friar was called
once again to lead the Order, this time not as vicar (122-27) but as minister
general (1232-39).

And so everything was back to normal, peace was restored between
the Pope and the Order, the penalties definitively cancelled, the generous
favors and privileges granted by Gregory-especially those contained in .Is

qui Ecclesiam-were again in full force and confirmed repeatedly down
through the ages.

Thus from Clement fV, Is qai Ecclesiam, (April 15, 1266) to
Nicholas N, Praeclara gloriosissimi, (May 14,1288); from Nicholas Y, Cum a
nobis,January 23, 1451, Licet ex debito, (February 7, 1452) to Sixtus N, Ad
Ordinem, Q.{ovember 12, 1471, Inter ceteros, (I.{ovember 26, 1472); ftorr'
Clement YIII, In apostolicae dignitatis, (September 5, 1602) to Innocent )ClI,
Ex inrurtbenri, (March ll,1699)."

This brings us to Benedict XIV and Fidelis Dominas, March 25,

17 54, in which he declared the Basilica of St. Francis to be a "patriarchal
basilica and papal chapel." He recalled the great privileges of exemption and

immunity granted by Popes since the beginning, and confirmed and

extended in the following centuries. These same privileges were recalled in
our own day by Pius )OI in Seraphbi Patrinrchae, March 25,1954, issued to
commemorate the second centenary of Benedict XfV's declaration and the
seventh centenary of the dedication of the basilica (May 25, 1253) by
Innocent 

'lV: 
Si populus israeliticus,Jtne ll, 1253."

The most recent Popes, from John )CflI, to Paul VI, to John Paul
II have also confirmed, more or less expressly, the old and new privileges.

"' C hronica 24 G eneralium,: AF III, 212

"Clement fV: BF III, 77 rro.7; Nicholas IV: BF IV, 2l-22 no.26; Nicholas

Y:BFnsI,726,727-28ro. 1428, 1429; SixnrslY:BFnsIII,24-25,153-54 no.45 368;

Clement I/III: Bullarium S. Conoentus, no. 348, 471, text on pp. 190-91; Innocent
X\L Bullarium. S. Conztentus, n.37l, text pp. 211-12.

"Benedict XIY: Bullarium. Benedioi XIV, III, 2, Prato 1847, l8l-90;
Caeremoniale Benedicti XIV pro Basilica Asisiensi S. Francisci, Rome 1754, p. III-
)OCVI[; Pius XII: AAS 36 (1954) 318-21; CO 5l (1954) 10]-051 Innocent IY: BF I,
662 no.482.
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Both John )O[II and John Paul II favored the Basilica of St. Francis with
their long-desired and unforgettable visits.

John )OilII came on October 4,1962-after visiting the shrine of
Our Lady of Loreto-to ask the blessing of St. Francis, the "valiant catholic
and perfectly apostolic man," on the Second Vatican Council, which would
open in a few days (October ll, 1962).In a motu proprio entitled Inclitu toto,

August 8, 1969, Paul VI reaffirmed the old privileges and appointed a

Cardinal Legate who would exercise ordinary and immediate jurisdiction in
the Pope's name. In the brief, Patriarchalern basilicam $anuary 17, 1978), in
order to ensure "that the glorious tomb be more suitably and securely
preserved and kept safe," he granted permission for a solemn and careful
recognition of the body of St. Francis. This was painstakingly begun on

January 24, 1978, and completed, with re-burial, on March 4, 1978. John
Paul II visited the tomb on November 11,1978, a few days after his election.
fu he said in his sermon-prayer: "[I come as] a pilgrim to fusisi, to the feet
of the holy Poverello Francis, because the Pope, who by reason of his
mission must keep before his eyes the entire universal Church, the Bride of
Christ, in the different parts of the world, has need, especially in his See of
Rome, of the help of the holy patron of Italy, has need of the intercession of
Francis of Assisi.""

A universal role for St. Francis-that was the view of Pope John
Paul II, who returned to the tomb March 12, 1982, on the occasion of the
eighth centenary of Francis's birth. In the presence of all the Italian bishops
gathered for an extraordinary assembly, he again hailed the Poverello as "the
new man sent to the world by heaven" (LM XIl,8). This role was already
seen by his immediate predecessors, especially John )OOII, and by those
more distant, beginning with Gregory IX. This role is most happily
described in a sermon by the archbishop of Pisa, Federico Visconti, who in
126l sees fusisi and its beautiful St. Francis as "one of the pilgrim Church's
four spiritual gates," along with the tomb of Christ in Jerusalem, the church
of the holy apostles Peter and Paul in Rome, and St. James of Compostella
in Spain.'*

" co s9 (1962) zB3-93; AAS 6t (1969) 5 5i -5 5 ; co 7 5 (t978) 373 .

'nPapal discourse in S. Francesco Patrono d'Italia 62 (1982) 243; {or the
chronicle of the visit, 241-50,259-72 with many pictures; Archbishop Visconti's texr
in Di Fonzo, Francesco d'Assisi, in BS 5 (1964) 1097.
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The church, then, is not a betrayal of Francis's ideals of poverty and
simplicity, as the Spirituals and unenlightened pauperists of every age would
have it. Nor does it represent aspirations to po\ /er by the Roman Curia and
its most fervent supporters, as some historical writing today claims. Rather it
celebrates the holiness and glory of Francis who, "once poor and humble,
enters heaven enriched.""

Francis's first companions, Angelo, Rufino, Leo, Masseo etc.,
already understood this in their lives of poverty and simplicity. Contrary to
what the often-cited late sources say, they did not hesitate to live in the
Sacro Convento, in the shadow of the wonderful basilica that still welcomes
them, together with Brother Jacopa, around the tomb of their Father. Giles
himsell one of the most austere of the companions, recognized the
formative value of that church and friary, a sign to people of Francis's
sublime holiness. It is Ubertino of Casale who says this, and we can believe
him. Together with these poor and humble sons of St. Francis, Archbishop
Federico Visconti, after equating the basilica of St. Francis to the other
three great spiritual centers in the Christian world flerusalem, Rome,
Compostella), recalls that this same basilica is "glorious and most beautiful
and spacious." The churches of all saints should be like that, he says, so that
Christians will enjoy going there, remaining there in prayer, and returning
there often (delectetur in ea aninr.us ire et rtare et etiarnfreqaenter reaert).76

This fervent veneration drew to the ceremony in 1230 papal
nuncios or vicars, authorities and people, sons and devotees of the Poverello
of fusisi. The 750'h anniversary of that ceremony (May 25,1980) drew to the
tomb of Francis the papal representative, Cardinal Agostino Casaroli, the
perrnanent legate to the basilica, Cardinal Silvio Oddi, the minister general

of the Friars Minor Conventual, Vitale Bommarco, the mayor and other
officials of fusisi, Franciscans from tfie various Orders and Families,
devotees and admirers of the saint."

"Ranie.o Capocci (+ 1250), Hym.n to St. Francis: AF X, 384.

'oBihl, in AFH 2l (1928) lll; Abate, in MF 39 (1939) l1-13; lacovelli, La

tomba dei quttlro <Caoalieri thlh Taoola rotonda>> e quella della dama ranaana frate
Iacopa,in S. Francesco 58 (1978) 4L0-17; Arbor aitae, Venice 1485, V, 3; for Visconti
see n. 74 above.

"5. Francesco Patrono d'halia 60 (1980) 409-40July-August.
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They commemorated the transfer of a body now glorious, even
though tormented in life when Francis did not spare it any pain or sacrifice;
a body that at the end was sealed with Christ's wounds, the stigmata, which
elevated the crucified Poverello and left an indelible mark on Christian and
Franciscan spirituality. "

They also wished to rekindle devotion and love for Francis, who
already in the thirteenth century, perhaps from the time of his canonization
in 1228, was recognized as "light of your homeland." And in our own
century he was named patron of Italian Catholic Action (Benedict XV,
September 16, 1916), primary patron of Italy together with St. Catherine
(Pius XII, June 18, 1939), and patron of Italian merchants (Pius XII,
February 23, 1952). Most recently, on November 29, 1979, he was also
named patron of ecologists-byJohn Paul II."

He has been hailed as a wise and safe guide for drawing people
closer to God. And in our own time Q.{ovember 5,1978), the sermon-prayer
of Pope John Paul II, which he addressed to Francis at his tomb in fusisi at
the beginning of his pontificate, is in the same vein: "You, who drew so
many to Christ in your own time, help us draw near to Christ in our time, in
our difficult and critical age.... The difficult social, economic and political
problems, the problems of culture and modern civilization, all people's
sufferings today, their doubts, denials, dissolutions, tensions, complexes,
unease.... Help us to translate all this into the simple and fruitful language of
the Gospel. Help us to resolve everything in the light of the Gospel, so that
Christ himself may be the 'Way, Truth and Life' for the people of our
-. r80ume.

Still more recent is the above-mentioned discourse on the occasion
of the eighth centenary, also given at the tomb in fusisi on March 12, 1982,
to the bishops and faithful: "They called you the Poor Man of fusisi, and
you were and are one of the people who gave most generously to others.
Thus you have enormous riches, a great treasure. And the secret of your
riches is hidden in the Cross of Christ. Teach us, bishops and pastors...to

"Elias of Assisi, De transitu 5: AFX,526-27; lCel 94-95;2Cel 160,2Il: AF
x,72-73,223,251-52.

"For the various patronal tides see Di Fonzo, Franeesco d'Assii, in BS 5

(19 6$ 019A5 ; for his title as patron of ecologists CO 7 7 (1980) ll -14.

"'co 75 (t978) 374.
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glory in the Cross, teach us riches in poverty and giving in abundance...

Francis, hasten to prevent your people from falling.""

" S. Franceseo Patrana d'Italia 62 (1982) 242-+3


